Announcements and Release Notes

- **Announcements**
  - Audience Studio Feature Updates
  - Removal of TD Console Support for Internet Explorer 11
  - Presto 0.205 to 317 Migration 2020
  - Presto Functions and Features Added between 0.189 and 0.205 2018
  - Presto 0.188 to 0.205 Migration 2018
  - Backward Incompatibility Required Setting Change for the MySQL Data Connector 2018
  - GDPR-Ready JavaScript SDK and Mobile SDks 2018
  - Treasure Workflow 2018
  - xSUB: Treasure Data iOS SDK update for iOS SDK 13.0 or later
  - Treasure Data JavaScript SDK Version 3

- **Release Notes**
  - Latest Release Notes
  - Archived Release Notes